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Proposal:
*That the Peoples Pact for the Future and the UN Summit of the Future recognize the Right to Dream as a Human Right.*

About Right to Dream:
The Right to Dream is being promoted globally by Fábrica dos Sonhos and Right to Dream Movement ([www.fabricadossonhos.net](http://www.fabricadossonhos.net)).

We believe that it should be everyone’s right but it is not when we face inequalities. When we don’t have same opportunities or basic needs fulfilled our ability to dream are not guaranteed.

We have already a Manifest, and we have some training and workshops, and a Proposal of Law. We also started the International Right to Dream Week and partnered with World Dream Day, and other international organizations.

The Dream is a fundamental right of freedom that finds support in the principles of protected and the inestimable value of human life as a way of guaranteeing mental health and ensure a healthy life for everyone.

Society, represented by its health and education institutions, such as schools, must guarantee and promote the right to dream, to guarantee a greater right which is the right of freedom.

Dreaming has its value because it is the way human beings can express themselves about their wishes, create perspectives and innovate their social life, in addition to being an element trainer of personality and human diversity. In this way, “Dreaming” must enter the educational context of being, as a language of expression and consequent social formation and cognitive development of a more tolerant society, forming part of the curriculum and culture of educational institutions and promotion of the culture of peace.

With the support of public and private organizations, our proposal is that the dream becomes a right for all, children, young people, humans.